
Embark for a panoramic tour through the Lavaux, protected site by UNESCO as world heritage. 

Information Description

Tour name R-MONTREUX: Lavaux

Code produit SBG330-2

Opening Everyday from may to september

Time 08:15

Description Embark for a panoramic tour through the Lavaux, protected site by UNESCO as world heritage. The view since its
vineyards in terraces make of this site one of the most beautiful of Switzerland. Get fresh ideas in this dream
landscape leting you carry by the small train.From Vevey the red trolley will make you discover the most beautiful
place of the site before to drop you off in Montreux.

Enjoy 5h of free time to discover this city; very appreciated in the end of the XIXth century kept the charm of past
with its numerous hotels Belle Epoque, as well as a kind of nostalgia constantly present. Montreux lives at the rate
of the events, come to vibrate on sound of Jazz during the festival. This artistic city is the refuge of numerous
celebrities and as said it so well Freddie Mercury: " If you want peace of soul, come to Montreux " 

You will have of numerous times breathlessly in front of the incredible landscape of this place, have a walk along the
lake to admire the beauty of this town. At the end of the afternoon board the bus to return to Geneva.

Duration of
circuit

10h00

Departure Bus Terminal, Place Dorcière

Return point Bus Terminal, Place Dorcière

Children
information

Infant: 0-3 years old - 15.-CHF 
Child:4-12 years old - Child's fare applicable

Included - Bus trip from Geneva to Vevey
- Panoramic tour in the Lavaux with a Trolley
- Free Time in Montreux
- Bus trip from Montreux to Geneva

Organisation
by

Swisstours Transport SA. | 8 rue François Bonivard | 1201 Genève |
+41 22 781 04 04 | info@swisstours-budget.ch

Ticket-point - Keytours SA
Office +41 22 731 41 40
E-mail: info@keytours.ch
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